RE: Response to Mrs Howell Letter Feb 4-2016

Dear Sir,

Enclosed are all the materials I have. I tried to email my complaint but it wouldn't go through. They also wouldn't acknowledge it (body, body, it's print prior to 1970 lead laws).

Mrs Howell indicated there was a Chad Owens involved, not so, Chad Simms is the right name.

The letter I received from Mr Covington on 8-12-15 indicated you would make a ruling on this matter. Is this the ruling?

It a certified letter is to blame for this not being mailed I'll resubmit the complaint to the Director.

EC2 has taken a full year to act on this matter and you give me 30 day notice or cancel the claim that doesn't make sense. Sincerely,

(b) (6) Privacy
* Please describe the incident or hazard in as much detail as possible. Use descriptive terms, such as gas drilling, drum dumping, tank truck discharging into drain, fish kill, leaking containers, Biosolids, etc., and if the alleged environmental violation has been recorded via video or photographs please include that fact in your description:

(text will wrap automatically)

Parson/Simms are operating Brownsburg Competition Body Shop. Located in a pole barn behind Simms home at the given address. The farmer east of them is concerned whether or not they are operating under EPA regulations due to possible contamination to his

Specific driving/walking/boating directions (from nearest intersection, main road, waterway or supply navigational coordinates, if necessary):

(4000 characters maximum, text will wrap automatically)

* ☐ I understand that I am providing the information in this tip or complaint to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, a federal agency with the authority to investigate and seek penalties for certain violations of law. I understand that any information I provide in this tip or complaint must be true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I also understand that EPA may review any information provided in this tip or complaint to determine whether or not an investigation into the matter is warranted.

When you have completed the form, click the "Send Report" button to submit your report. Thank you for your help with protecting the environment.

Definitions

DEP - Department of Environmental Protection
DEQ - Department of Environmental Quality
DEM - Department of Environmental Management

Back to question
Violator's Name and/or Company: Gary Parsons/Chad Simms
* Suspected Violator's address: **(b) (6) Privacy**
* Suspected Violator's city: Brownsburg
* Suspected Violator's state: Indiana
* Suspected Violator's zip code: 46112
Date of Incident: feb 2015

Your contact information
You are not required to provide your contact information in order for EPA to review your tip or complaint. However, if you do not provide contact information, EPA may be unable to contact you for additional information that may be needed to determine whether or not an investigation is warranted. If you do provide contact information, this information may be used to initiate follow-up communications with you and may be shared by EPA with appropriate administrative, law enforcement, and judicial entities engaged in investigating or adjudicating the tip or complaint. Please review the EPA Web Privacy Policy for more information.

Your name: **(b) (6) Privacy**
Your email: 
Your phone: 
Your address: 
Your city: Brownsburg
Your state: Indiana
Your zip code: 46112

Is the suspected violation still occurring? **Yes** **No**
Have you already notified your state/tribal DEP, DEQ, or DEM? **Yes** **No**

Department contact (if known) 

Please tell us how you would characterize the suspected violation?
* I would characterize the suspected violation as:

- **(Check One)**  
  - Accidental
  - Intentional

- **(Check One)**  
  - Release
  - Dump/Buried
  - Spill
  - Spray

- **(Check All That Apply)**  
  - Land
  - Water
  - Air

- **(Check One)**  
  - Individual
  - Company
  - Government /